22 COVER STORY: MANAGING AQUATIC WEEDS
by Joe Hinkle. A challenge of the '90s will be to achieve a realistic balance between habitat requirements and the public's concern for recreational access and lake aesthetics.

30 REVIVE YOUR POND WITH AERATION
Summer's heat can turn a pond into a smelly, slimy well. Aeration equipment can revive it and provide an interesting landscape element in the process.

36 WHEN THE RUBBER MEETS THE ROAD
by Phil Christian III. Managing travel time is a never-ending problem for landscape managers. When does the clock start? How does travel time affect the total costs of the activity, the production, and people who are traveling?

40 AERATION WORKS!
by Terry McIver. If turf could talk, you'd hear all about the benefits of soil aeration. It's a service worth selling.

46 THE BAYOU: CLEARING ITS WATER
With more than 6.4 million acres of freshwater habitat and a sub-tropical environment that favors rapid aquatic weed growth, Louisiana is hard-pressed to keep water hyacinth from completely choking many waterways.

50 FUTUREVISION
by Jerry Roche. The 1990s will bring more judicious use of chemicals, a more aesthetic landscape and closer involvement between management and labor, according to a respected panel of green industry executives.

52 WORKING OVERTIME ON MORALE
by Ed Wandtke. By eliminating 'de-motivators,' you can improve employee morale and production during the long weeks of spring and summer.